MANAGING PERFORMANCE IN REAL-TIME
Enova’s Performance Management System is our
operational management tool to achieve the utmost
performance on output-based contracts.
Our site managers monitor the performance of
the solar PV plant in real-time against a set of Key
Performance Indicators defined with the customer,
such as
performance ratio, monthly energy
production, and plant availability.

As soon as a drift is detected, the manager takes
corrective action so that there is no impact on solar
energy production. The system is fully integrated
with our asset management tools to provide realtime reporting to our customers.

Harnessing solar energy
to power facilities

Weekly PV plant energy production vs. building consumption
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CASE STUDY

Sustaining your growth

Majid Al Futtaim malls
Majid Al Futtaim has entrusted
Enova with installing solar
PV plants at three of its malls
– Mall of the Emirates, City
Centre Mirdif and City Centre
Fujairah – to deliver expected
savings of AED 80 million.
Under this deal, about 12,500
panels will be installed across
the buildings by December
2017, covering an area of 25,000
square meters, including 1,020
car ports.
The solar PV plants are
set to cut the three malls’
carbon
dioxide
emissions
by 3,200 tons per year – the
equivalent of taking 700 cars
off the road – and will enable

Majid Al Futtaim to generate
6,000 MWh of electrical energy
annually, earning it points
with the LEED certification
system (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design),
the globally recognised green
building benchmark.
This scheme supports Majid Al
Futtaim’s Net Positive Strategy,
which aims to slash water
and
energy
consumption,
thus creating more of these
resources than they consume,
in order to achieve a positive
corporate footprint by 2040.
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TAILORED SOLAR PV
SOLUTIONS TO MINIMIZE
ENERGY COSTS

ENOVA, YOUR DEDICATED PARTNER IN
FACILITIES & ENERGY MANAGEMENT
CEO Foreword
Everyday throughout the Middle East, Enova delivers
Facilities & Energy Management services to meet the
challenges faced by our customers across the private
and public sectors. Our expertise allows our clients
to focus on their core business and achieve their best
performance, while reaching their environmental
objectives.
As part of our Energy Management solutions,
Enova has developed a renewable energy offer
based on solar power. Largely available in the

Who we are

region, solar power can be harnessed through solar
photovoltaic (PV) plants to cover part of buildings’
energy needs, thus generating long-term savings and
reducing dependence on fossil fuels.
Our solar photovoltaic solutions can complement
each of our customer-specific offers to match the
energy needs of all types of facilities: shopping malls,
transportation hubs, healthcare facilities, industrial
plants, warehouses, and more.
Anne Le Guennec, CEO of Enova

Where we are

Enova, the regional leader in energy and multitechnical services, was established in 2002 as a joint
venture between Majid Al Futtaim and Veolia.

Within the context of an Energy Performance Contract,
Enova relies on solar photovoltaic plants as an effective
solution to complement Energy Conservation Measures,
thus reducing energy consumption costs and balancing
the energy mix. We deliver tailored solar PV solutions that
integrate the specific constraints and capabilities of each
building and their environment, while strictly complying
with local regulations and client requirements.

QATAR

Detailed system design
Drawings and structural studies completion
Authorities approvals
Final design approval

Feasibility study
Site visit and identification of buildings
Data collection
Shading and simulation analysis
Capex determination
Financial engineering

Solar panel
recycling

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

Enova has developed innovative business models to accomodate the different objectives of our clients. In all cases,
we provide engineering, procurement, installation, commissioning , operations and maintenance.
Solar
Lease
The client pays instalments
to Enova for the DBO of the
solar PV plant, and becomes
the owner of the facilities
at the end of the Energy
Performance Contract.

Investment by Enova

Power Purchase
Agreement
Enova owns and operates the
facilities, and sells the energy
produced at a discounted
price from the existing tariff
to its client.

Procurement
Goods delivery on site
Installation of solar PV plant
Testing and commissioning
Local authorities inspection
Grid connection agreement
Plant takeover certificate

Operations and
maintenance

Panel collection and replacement after
25-year lifespan
Recovery of secondary raw materials:
aluminum, glass, copper

UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

OMAN

Project
development

System design

BAHRAIN
EGYPT

INNOVATIVE BUSINESS MODELS

The client covers the full
investment necessary for the
Design Build and Operation
(DBO) of the solar PV plant,
and is therefore the owner
of the solar facilities and the
energy produced.

Energy consumption patterns vary from one building to
the next, depending on age, location, design and layout.
In the Middle East & North Africa region, buildings face
particularly extreme temperatures, constant exposure to
sand and dust, and high levels of solar irradiation all year
round.

Our one-stop shop offer covers the whole life cycle of
solar PV plants to maximize buildings’ energy efficiency,
guarantee significant savings for our clients, and support
their sustainability strategy.

LEBANON

It was the first company in Dubai to be certified
Energy Services Company (ESCO) by the Regulation
& Supervision Bureau in April 2014, thus reaffirming
our pioneering position in the region’s blooming
energy performance market.

Solar PV Plant
Ownership

Integrated solar PV solutions

Regular cleaning of panels to clear
any sand deposit and improve
performance
Inspection of electrical connections,
inverters and structures
Billing / net billing

Drones IR thermography inspection
Performance auditing
PV panel error diagnosis
Power quality analysis
Performance remote monitoring 24/7

Rooftop solar PV plants

Arrayed in strings of around 20 units,
the installed solar panels contain
photovoltaic cells which absorb energy
from the sun and convert it into
electricity.

Hubgrade, Enova’s Smart
Monitoring Centre, monitors the
performance of the solar PV plant
and the energy consumption of
the building in real-time.

Data

The electricity produced is supplied to
the building loads to cover part of its
consumption.

Direct Current

Solar inverters receive the
Direct Current output from the
PV solar generator and convert
it into Alternating Current that
complies with Low Voltage
building equipment.

Alternating Current

The output Alternating Current
power from the inverters is
injected into the building’s
electrical installation through the
Low Voltage panel.

Smart meters allow two-way
communication between the
building and the utility company,
allowing for accurate billing.

The plant’s capacity is calculated
so that all the energy produced is
used on site. When electricity is
produced in excess, it is reinjected
into the utility grid to generate
credits for our client.

